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The method ofab initio molecular dynamics, based on finite-temperature density-functional theory, is used
to simulate laser heating of crystalline silicon. We found that a high concentration of excited electrons dra-
matically weakens the covalent bonding. As a result the system undergoes a melting transition to a metallic
state. We studied several structural, dynamical, electronic, and bonding properties of this phase of silicon. In
contrast to ordinary liquid silicon, this liquid is characterized by a high coordination number and a strong
reduction of covalent-bonding effects. However this phase is transient. In fact, by strongly reducing the level
of electronic excitation, liquid silicon reverts very rapidly to its usual properties.@S0163-1829~97!09631-8#
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I. INTRODUCTION

The processes that occur in a semiconductor under int
laser irradiation have attracted considerable attention o
the years because of the relevant technological importa
and theoretical interest of the laser-annealing effect. In or
to explain the observed phenomenology, contradict
explanations1,2 were proposed. One of the first attempts
describe the microscopic mechanisms was the ‘‘plas
annealing’’~PA! model.1 In this model it is suggested that
tetrahedral semiconducting material, subject to intense l
irradiation, can be directly driven into a disordered state lo
before the system has time to become vibrationally exci
In fact, laser irradiation induces electronic transitions fro
the bonding to antibonding states, thus depleting the b
charges. A high level of electronic excitation could sever
weaken the interatomic bonds, so that room-tempera
atomic motions can lead to the disordering of the lattice. T
alternative explanation2 was that direct energy transfer b
tween the excited electrons and the ions leads to ordin
thermal melting~TM!.

For laser pulses lasting 20 ps and longer, TM appear
be2,3 the dominant mechanism. However, for very short ir
diation times (;100 fs!, recent time-resolved experimen
strongly strengthened the PA model. In fact, with the use
ultrashort laser pulses, it is possible to excite the electro
states of a solid before appreciable energy is transferre
the lattice vibrational states. In particular, several grou4

observed laser-induced melting of a GaAs crystal under h
laser irradiation. Tom, Aumiller, and Brito-Cruz5 reported a
loss of cubic order in crystalline Si only 150 fs after a
intense 100-fs optical pulse. Shank, Yen, and Hirlimann6 ob-
560163-1829/97/56~7!/3806~7!/$10.00
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served melting of silicon on a time scale of less than 1
after a 90-fs pump pulse, as shown by optical reflectivity a
second-harmonic generation. Sokolowski-Tinten, B
alkowski, and von der Linde7 studied laser-induced ultrafas
order-disorder transitions in Si and GaAs by means of fe
tosecond time-resolved linear and nonlinear optical spect
copy. Similar phase transformations, induced by strong fe
tosecond laser pulses, were also observed8 in InSb. In spite
of this strong experimental evidence, a clear understand
of the processes that take place is still lacking.

Reasonable estimates9 suggest that the relaxation time fo
the electrons,tee;10214 s, is much shorter than the electro
ion relaxation time,teI;10212 s. Therefore one can treat th
subsystems of electrons and ions in a different way, by
suming that, after irradiation and for times smaller thanteI ,
the electron subsystem remains in internal equilibrium at
initial laser-induced temperature, which is different from th
of the ions. Instead the ions are allowed to evolve freely.
order to describe this situation we used theab-initio
molecular-dynamics~MD! simulation technique introduce
by Alavi et al.10 This method is based on finite-temperatu
density-functional theory~DFT!, and incorporates self
consistently the effects of thermal electronic excitations a
fractionally occupied states. Thus it is particularly suited
describe the electronically hot subsystem. We find that, a
result of the large concentration of excited electrons, the
fective ion-ion interactions are changed. This leads to
melting of the crystal and to the formation of a liquid met
( l 8-Si! with properties different from those of ordinary liqui
Si (l -Si!. However, by reducing the electronic temperature
the average value of the ionic temperature ofl 8-Si, the sys-
tem is found to recover the usual behavior ofl -Si in a very
3806 © 1997 The American Physical Society
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56 3807STRUCTURAL, DYNAMICAL, ELECTRONIC, AND . . .
short time. A short preliminary version of our results w
presented elsewhere.11

The outline of the paper is as follows. In Sec. II w
present our algorithm and provide computational details
Sec. III the simulation of laser irradiation and the details
the observed melting process are described. Sec. IV con
the results of our study of structural, dynamical, electron
and bonding properties ofl 8-Si. In Sec. V the effect of bond
weakening, due to the presence of excited electrons, is i
trated by studying the equilibrium structure of three sim
molecules, namely, SiH4, Si2H 6, and Si2. Finally, our con-
clusions are presented in Sec. VI.

II. METHOD AND TECHNICAL DETAILS

Our ab initio MD simulation was performed at consta
volume, by assuming the experimental density of crystall
Si at room temperature, namelyr52.329 g cm23 ~Ref. 12!.
We used norm-conserving pseudopotentials13 with s nonlo-
cality only. TheG point only was used to sample the Bri
louin zone~BZ! of the MD supercell, containingN564 at-
oms with periodic boundary conditions~PBC’s! of the
simple cubic type. The electronic orbitals were expanded
plane waves with a cutoff of 9.4 Ry.

Since we assumed that the electrons are in equilibrium
a temperatureTel , their densityn(r ) has to be computed b
minimizing the electronic free energyF. Following Ref. 10,
we write

F5V1mNe1EII , ~1!

where

V@n~r !#52
2

b
lndet~11e2b~H2m!!2E dr n~r !

3S f~r !

2
1

dVxc

dn~r ! D1Vxc , ~2!

b51/(k
B
Tel) is the inverse electronic temperature,m is the

chemical potential,Ne is the total number of valence elec

trons, H52 1
2 ¹21V(r ) is the one electron Hamiltonia

with the effective potential V(r )5( IVeI(r2RI)1f(r )
1dVxc /dn(r ), f(r ) is the Hartree potential of an electro
gas of densityn(r ), Vxc the exchange-correlation energy
the local-density approximation~LDA !, andEII the classical
Coulomb energy of the ions. The functionalVxc is approxi-
mated by itsTel50 expression, since its finite-temperatu
corrections are negligible14 at the temperatures and the ele
tronic densities of our system.F reproduces the exact finite
temperature density of the Mermin functional,15 and was op-
timized for each ionic configuration using a self-consist
diagonalization method.10 In order to take the high level o
electronic excitation into account, we computed 300 sing
particle electronic states, that is, we included 172 extra st
beyond the 128 needed for the calculation of the grou
state. The electronic density is expressed in terms of
single-particle orbitals

n~r !5(
i

f i uc i~r !u2, ~3!
n
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where f i are the Fermi-Dirac occupation number
f i5(e(Ei2m)/kBT11)21, and the ionic forces are calculate
using the Hellmann-Feynman theorem. The ionic degree
freedom were integrated using a time step of 25 a.u. (;0.6
fs!. We are well aware that LDA underestimates16 the energy
gap and that, furthermore, use of theG point only of the
supercell gives a poor representation of the density of st
of the conduction band. However, the antibonding chara
of the conduction states is preserved and, at high level
excitation, only the gross features of the conduction band
relevant, and these are well described by our approximat

III. SIMULATION OF LASER IRRADIATION
AND MELTING PROCESS

In the first part of the simulation the system was equ
brated, for 0.3 ps, at a temperature of 300 K, the Si io
being allowed to perform small oscillations around the si
of a perfect diamond lattice. In this phase the electronic te
perature was kept equal to the average ionic tempera
(Tel5300 K!, that is, the electrons were assumed to be
thermal equilibrium with the ions. After that, the effect o
laser irradiation was simulated by suddenly increasingTel to
25 000 K. This electronic temperature corresponds to a ty
cal photon energy (;2.15 eV! of the laser radiation pulse
used in experiments.1,5 After irradiation we kept the elec
trons in this highly excited state, and we continued the M
simulation in the microcanonical ensemble. In the first 0.1
the silicon ions acquired a large amount of kinetic ene
due to the fact that they were subject to interactions that w
quite different from the ones operative atTel5300 K. Then
the ionic temperature stabilized around a value of;1700 K,
which is very close to the experimental melting point of
~1680 K!. In the following 0.3 ps we computed the averag
values of several properties of the laser-heated system.
instantaneous values of the ionic temperatureTion(t), the free
energy F(t), and the atomic mean-square displacem
R2(t), are shown in Fig. 1.Tion(t) is defined as

Tion~ t !5
M

~3N23!k
B

(
I 51

N

v I
2~ t !, ~4!

wherek
B

is the Boltzmann constant,M is the Si ion mass,

andv I(t) the ionic velocity at timet, while R2(t) is given by

R2~ t !5
1

N(
I 51

N

@RI~ t !2RI~0!#2, ~5!

whereRI(t) denotes the coordinate of theI th ion at timet.
Tion remains stable for about 60 fs, after which it rises mon
tonically to reach an equilibrium value of;1700 K. At this
temperature the system behavior is highly diffusive. In fa
R2(t) increases monotonically with an estimated diffusi
coefficient ofD;2.731024 cm2 s21, a value comparable to
the result (2.331024 cm2 s21) obtained in theab initio MD
simulation17 of l -Si. Several conclusions can be drawn fro
the observation of Fig. 1. The system becomes disorde
however the hypothesis1,4,5 that this happens while the lattic
remains relatively cold can be rejected. Furthermore melt
does not proceed via a mechanical instability due to pho
softening.1,18 In fact, after irradiation, the ionic instantaneou
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3808 56SILVESTRELLI, ALAVI, PARRINELLO, AND FRENKEL
temperature initially decreases, and the free energy increa
We estimated the effect of the distortions caused
phonons, calculating the free-energy functional of Eq.~1! for
suitable, small atomic displacements from the equilibriu
positions of the perfect diamond lattice. According to o
calculation results, atTel525 000 K, the phonon modes ar
all positive, albeit somewhat softer~of the order of 10%!
than in the equilibrium (Tel5300 K! Si lattice. The same
result has also been obtained using a smaller simulation
percell, containing eight Si atoms, and a more thorough s
pling ~64 k points! of the BZ. Melting therefore proceeds vi
a different mechanism. Laser irradiation changes the in
atomic potential rather abruptly. Thus the system finds its
in a metastable region of phase space. After about 60
under the action of the changed potential, it undergoe
collective transition to a different equilibrium state, which
an interesting liquid form of silicon (l 8-Si!, in order to lower
its free energy. However this state of Si is only a transient
fact, when the electrons decay to their ground state and
excess energy is dissipated, Si will revert to its usual th
modynamic behavior. We explicitly checked this by contin
ing the MD simulation with a much lower electronic tem
perature (Tel51700 K!, approximately equal to the averag
ionic temperature of the liquid phase. In a very short time,
the order of 100 fs, the properties of the system~see Sec. IV!
become very similar to those ofl -Si, as observed in experi
ments andab initio simulations.

We also performed a simulation of the laser-irradia
silicon crystal in which the electronic temperature was eq
to Tel515 000 K (;1.29 eV!. Under these conditions th
ions oscillated wildly around their equilibrium positions b
the system did not melt, at least on the time scale of
simulation (;0.4 ps!. However, since the atomic mean
square fluctuations were close to the critical value of Lin

FIG. 1. Time dependence of the instantaneous values of
ionic temperatureTion(t), the free energyF(t), and the atomic
mean-square displacementR2(t), after laser irradiation.
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mann melting criterion, we believe that at this electron
temperature one should also observe melting in a lo
enough run. In simulations that use PBC’s it is not infrequ
to observe superheating of a perfect crystal. This is due to
finite simulation time and the absence of nucleation cen
such as surfaces.

IV. PROPERTIES OF LASER-HEATED SILICON

A. Structural and dynamical properties

The laser-induced change in the interatomic potentia
reflected in the form of the pair-correlation functiong(r )
~Fig. 2! which, although somewhat noisy due to the sh
run, is clearly different from the same function ofl -Si. In
particular there is a remarkable shift in the position of t
first peak which moves from theab initio MD value17,19 of
2.4–2.5 Å~experimental20 2.40 Å! for l -Si, to a larger value
of ;2.7 Å. Furthermore the first peak, inl 8-Si, is substan-
tially lowered and broadened. Due to an ill-defined minimu
after the first peak, it is difficult to define a coordinatio
number. We estimate it to be between 11 and 13, that
much larger than the value~6-7! of l -Si and approaching the
high coordination of simple liquid metals. Analysis~see Fig.
3! of the distribution of the local coordination@the coordina-
tion shell being defined byr m54.0 Å, that is, around the firs
minimum of g(r )# indicates the presence of a broad dist
bution of local coordination, dominated by the values 12 a
13. However, bonding inl 8-Si is rather complex, as reflecte
by the asymmetry in the first peak and the presence o
pronounced shoulder.

e

FIG. 2. Pair correlation functiong(r ). Full line: MD simulation
of l 8-Si, at Tel525 000 K; dotted line: continuation of the MD
simulation atTel51700 K; dashed line: experimental result~Ref.
19! for l -Si; dot-dashed line: coordination numberN(r ) of l 8-Si.

FIG. 3. Distributiond(N) of local coordination~left panel! and
bond-angle distribution functiong3(u,r m) ~right panel! for l 8-Si.
The cutoff distance is equal tor m54.0 Å.
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56 3809STRUCTURAL, DYNAMICAL, ELECTRONIC, AND . . .
In Fig. 2 we also report the pair-correlation function o
tained by continuing, for 200 fs, the MD simulation at th
reduced electronic temperature ofTel51700 K, a value ap-
proximately equal to the average ionic temperature reac
by the system after laser irradiation. In this case theg(r )
function was computed by averaging over the MD config
rations of the last 100 fs. Due to the limited number
sampled ionic configurations there is a relevant noise in
form of g(r ), however it clearly resembles the experimen
pair-correlation function ofl -Si. Moreover the coordination
number is found to be 6–7, that is, just in the range of val
appropriate forl -Si. This means that thel 8-Si phase is only a
transient state. In fact, as a consequence of a sudden dec
of the electronic excitation, the system returns very rapi
to the usual behavior ofl -Si.

Additional information on the short-range order ofl 8-Si
can be obtained from higher-order correlation functions, p
ticularly by the bond-angle distribution functiong3(u,r m)
which measures triplet correlations. Hereu indicates the
angle between the two vectors that join a central part
with two neighbors at a distance smaller thanr m . Our
g3(u,r m), shown in Fig. 3, is rather broad with maxima ce
tered atu;52° andu;97°. It is similar to theg3(u,r m)
function obtained in MD simulations ofl -Si ~Ref. 17!.

The effect of the high electronic excitation on the sta
structural properties of the Si crystal can be clearly und
stood by inspection of Table I and Fig. 4. The equilibriu
volumeV0 and the bulk modulusB0 and its pressure deriva

FIG. 4. Si crystal in the diamond structure. Free-energy cur
as a function of the atomic volume~normalized toVexpt), computed
by fitting the Murnaghan’s equation of state, atTel5300 K ~lower
panel! andTel525 000 K ~upper panel!.

TABLE I. Si crystal in the diamond structure. Parameters
Murnaghan’s equation of state, calculated at two different e
tronic temperatures. The experimental values, in parentheses,
measured~see Ref. 21! at 77 K.

Tel V0 /Vexpt P(Vexpt) ~kbar! B0 ~Mbar! B08

300 K 0.96 -44.2 1.26~0.99! 4.0 ~4.2!
25 000 K 1.18 115.5 0.45 4.8
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tive B08 at V0 can be obtained from the calculated free en
giesF as a function of the volume. We computedF of the Si
crystal in the diamond structure for some atomic volumes
Tel5300 K and atTel525 000 K. Then we have fitted ou
data to Murnaghan’s equation of state22

F~V!5
B0V

B08
F ~V0 /V!B08

B0821
11G1const. ~6!

At Tel5300 K our fitted parameters are close enough to
experimental values. Notice that our computed equilibriu
volume is slightly smaller than the experimental one, in su
a way that atVexpt the system has a negative pressure. T
fact is in agreement with the results of previousab initio
calculations23 on semiconductors. The effect of increasin
the electronic temperature toTel525 000 K is quite evident.
In fact, at Vexpt, the pressure of the system, with excite
electrons, is large and positive. This is due to the fact that
a consequence of the weakening of the covalent bonds
distance between nearest-neighboring Si ions tend to
crease so that the system, in the diamond structure, woul
in equilibrium at a volume significantly larger thanVexpt.
Interestingly, we found that, atVexpt, the fcc structure, which
is highly unfavored atTel5300 K, is instead significantly
lower in free energy (;0.3 eV/atom! than the diamond
structure as the electronic temperature is raised
Tel525 000 K. Of course this behavior is in agreement w
our previous analysis of the pair-correlation function, a
confirms that the laser-heated system tends to transform
more closed-packed structure.

The dynamical properties ofl 8-Si are also modified with
respect to those ofl -Si. As in l -Si ~Ref. 17!, our computed
velocity autocorrelation function~Fig. 5!

Z~ t !5
^v~0!v~ t !&

^v~0!v~0!&
~7!

is always positive, leading to the high value of the diffusi
coefficient. However, the decay to zero of ourZ(t) appears
to be slower than inl -Si. Obviously the opposite behavior i
exhibited by the spectral densityZ(v), obtained by taking
the Fourier transform ofZ(t). Nonetheless, as found i
l -Si, ourZ(v) has a pronounced shoulder at the frequency
;25 meV ~Ref. 24!.

s

FIG. 5. Dynamical properties. Left panel: velocity autocorre
tion functionZ(t). Right panel: the corresponding power spectru
Z(v). Full line: MD simulation ofl 8-Si; dashed line: MD simula-
tion of l -Si ~Ref. 17!.
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B. Electronic properties

The metallic character ofl 8-Si is evident from looking at
the electronic density of statesN(E) and the frequency-
dependent electrical conductivitys(v). These quantities
which are shown in Fig. 2 of Ref. 11, appear to be ve
similar to those ofl -Si ~Ref. 17!.

N(E), which was calculated by averaging over 20 unc
related ionic configurations, displays a metallic character
shown by the absence of a gap at the Fermi level. OurN(E)
appears somewhat ragged due to the shortness of the run
limited energy resolution, and the use of theG-point only
sampling of the BZ. In spite of these limitations,N(E) is
rather free-electron-like. We expect that these general
tures will not change with a more thoroughk-point sampling
and with a much longer run, the main effect of which shou
be simply to produce a smoother curve.17,25

s(v) was computed by averaging, again over 20 unc
related ionic configurations, the result of the Kub
Greenwood formula26

s~v,RI !5
2pe2

3m2v

1

Vb
(
i , j

~ f i2 f j !u^c i u p̂uc j&u2

3d~Ej2Ei2\v!, ~8!

wheree andm are the electronic charge and mass,Vb is the
simulation box volume,p̂ is the momentum operator, andc i
andEi , are the electronic DFT eigenstates and eigenval
calculated for the ionic configuration$RI%. Use of the Kubo-
Greenwood formula in the present metastable situation~hot
electrons, cold ions! is justified due to the assumptio
tee!teI . By extrapolatings(v) to zero frequency, we ob
tained a dc electrical conductivitys;17.53103 V21

cm21, that is the same value calculated in the simulation17 of
l -Si, and close enough to the experimental va
(12.43103 V21 cm21) measured27 in l -Si. As in l -Si ~Refs.
17 and 28!, our computeds(v) shows a Drude-like behav
ior. By fitting a Drude curve

s~v!5
s~0!

11v2t2 ~9!

to our data in the range~1.2–3.1 eV! of the photon energies
investigated experimentally inl -Si, we estimate a relaxatio
time t21.2.15 eV. This value is comparable to the rela
ation time measured experimentally28 (t21.2.99 eV!, and
computed by simulation17 (t21.2.93 eV! in l -Si.

The average concentration of photoexcited electron-h
pairs neh, at Tel525 000 K can be readily estimated b
means of the Fermi-Dirac occupation numbers. In fact,

neh5
2

Vb
(

i .Ne/2
^ f i&, ~10!

where brackets indicate an average performed over the
configurations. We obtainneh53.431022 cm23, correspond-
ing to a fraction of about 17% of the total number of valen
electrons. This value is in reasonable agreement with exp
mental estimates7 based on the density of absorbed optic
energy.
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C. Bonding properties

In order to clarify the effect of the high electronic tem
perature, we considered a fixed ionic configuration, with
ions located at the equilibrium positions of the perfect d
mond lattice, and computed the different electronic cha
distributions obtained by minimizingF at different elec-
tronic temperatures. Figure 5 of Ref. 11 shows contour p
of Dn(r …, defined as the difference between the charge d
sity computed atTel525 000 K and that computed a
Tel5300 K. It is evident that, atTel525 000 K, a significant
amount of electronic charge, which can be estimated of
order of 0.1 electrons per atom, is removed from the cova
bond.

As in Ref. 29 we computed the electron-ion pa
correlation functiongei , which describes the correlation be
tween the local density of the electrons and the local den
of the ions, according to

gei~r !5
1

4pr 2n0N(
I 51

N E dr 8n~r 8!d~ ur 82RI u2r !, ~11!

wheren0 is the averaged density of electrons. In our sim
lations we only considered interactions between the vale
electrons and the Si41 ions, thereforen(r … is the pseudoch-
arge instead of the real charge density. As a consequence
actual shape of the electronic charge density at the ato
cores cannot be accurately given by our calculation. T
inaccuracy, however, concerns a small region around
atomic nuclei and has no effect on the charge density
larger distances, namely, in the region interesting for co
sive properties. In Fig. 6 we report thegei functions obtained,
at Tel5300 K and atTel525 000 K, again with the ions
located in the diamond lattice. Although the spherical av
age implicit in the calculation ofgei does not allow it to give
a precise description in terms of directional bonds, the cl

FIG. 6. Electron-ion pair-correlation functionsgei in the dia-
mond lattice configuration. Upper panel:gei(25 000K) ~full line!,
gei(300K) ~dashed line!, gei produced by the superposition o
atomic charge densities ~dotted line!. Lower panel:
gdiff5gei(25 000K)2gei(300K).
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56 3811STRUCTURAL, DYNAMICAL, ELECTRONIC, AND . . .
difference between thegei’s computed at different electroni
temperatures is evident. In the same figure we also plot
gei(r ) function corresponding to a superposition of atom
charge densities. As can be seen, thegei(r ) at Tel525 000 K
appears to be intermediate between the same functio
Tel5300 K and thegei(r ) produced by the superposition o
atomic charge densities. The analysis ofgdiff5gei ~25 000 K!
2gei ~300 K! is particularly illuminating. In fact a strong
depletion of electronic charge, at a distance of;1.2 Å from
each Si ion, is evident. Since 1.2 Å is just equal to half
covalent bond length in crystalline Si, this means that in
electronically excited system the strength of the coval
bond is severely reduced.

In Fig. 7 we plotgei(r ), obtained by averaging over man
ionic configurations of our MD simulation with excited ele
trons (Tel525 000 K!, together with the same function ca
culated by continuing the simulation atTel51700 K. The
behavior is similar to that observed in the previous analy
of the diamond lattice configuration. In fact, the curve re
resenting the difference between the two pair-correlat
functions clearly indicates that the high level of electron
excitation characteristic ofl 8-Si considerably reduces the e
fects of the covalent bonds which are still effective inl -Si.17

V. BOND WEAKENING IN MOLECULES

To give further support to the concept of weakening of
covalent bond, due to the presence of excited electrons
also determined the effect of the high electronic excitat
(Tel525 000 K! on the equilibrium structure of three simp
molecules, namely SiH4 ~silane!, Si2H 6 ~disilane!, and
Si2. The electronic orbitals were expanded in plane wa
with an energy cutoff of 14 Ry for SiH4, and of 10 Ry for
Si2H 6 and Si2. The size of the supercell was chosen to

FIG. 7. Electron-ion pair correlation functionsgei obtained by
averaging over many ionic configurations of the MD simulatio
Upper panel:gei(25 000K) ~full line!, gei(1700K) ~dashed line!.
Lower panel:gdiff5gei(25 000K)2gei(1700K).
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sufficiently large to make dispersion effects and interactio
between different images of the molecules negligible. T
electron-ion interactions were modeled using a stand
norm-conserving pseudopotential,13 with s nonlocality, for
Si, and a local norm-conserving pseudopotential30 for H. A
standard steepest-descent method was used to minimiz
free-energy functionalF and to determine the equilibrium
structures of the molecules.

In Table II we report the equilibrium bond lengths, com
puted atTel5300 K andTel525 000 K, together with the
results obtained by otherab initio simulations performed as
suming zero electronic temperature, and with the cor
sponding experimental data. Our results, atTel5300 K, are
very close to the values computed in previous simulatio
and in experiments; however, increasing the electronic te
perature toTel525 000 K, the molecular structure drama
cally changes. In fact, in SiH4 the presence of the excite
electrons makes the Si-H bond length significantly (; 10 %!
longer. In Si2H 6 the Si-H bond length is also increased co
siderably (; 12 %!, while the Si-Si bond is completely bro
ken. The same is true for the Si2 molecule, which is unstable
at Tel525 000 K.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

In conclusion, we have presented the results of anab
initio MD simulation of laser-heated Si. Admittedly, ou
simulation is a rather simplified modeling of the expe
ments. However we think that it captures the essential f
tures of the phenomenon. Basically, the presence of a la
concentration of excited electrons weakens the cova
bonds of the crystal and changes the interatomic forces
that under the action of this modified interaction the syst
melts. In some sense our picture of the melting proces
intermediate between the PA and TM models. As in P
melting is triggered by a weakening of the covalent bon
however the temperature of the ions is increased as in T
albeit via a mechanism rather different from that of a dire
transfer of energy from electrons to ions.

A detailed study of structural, dynamical, electronic, a
bonding properties showed that the liquid, obtained by la
heating Si, has properties remarkably different from those
l -Si. In particular it is characterized by a high coordinati
number and a severe reduction of covalent bonding effe
However, this state of Si is only a transient phase, charac
istic of the high level of electronic excitation reached

.

TABLE II. Bond lengthsd ~in Å! at two different electronic
temperatures.

Si2 SiH4 Si2H6

d~Si-Si! d~Si-H! d~Si-Si! d~Si-H!

25 000 K broken 1.68 broken 1.73
300 K 2.24 1.53 2.35 1.54
Other simulations 2.20a 1.52b

Experiment 2.24c 1.48d 2.33d 1.49d

aReference 31.
bReference 32.
cReference 33.
dReference 34.
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means of laser irradiation. In fact, by reducing the electro
temperature to 1700 K, the system very rapidly assum
properties of the ordinaryl -Si. The effect of bond weaken
ing, due to the presence of a high concentration of exc
electrons, has also been discussed by studying the equ
rium structures of small molecules.
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